We introduce the concepts of fully embedded skeletons and partially overlapping skeletons in program flowgraphs. Wes howt hat only one simple criterion is necessary and sufficient for the identification of program unstructuredness. Namely,aprogram flowgraph is unstructured if and only if it contains partially overlapping skeletons.
INTRODUCTION
In [2] ,weproposed a formal approach for studying the properties of program flowgraphs. We found twoc onditions for the identification of unstructuredness. In this paper,w es hall extend our theory to include fully embedded skeletons and partially overlapping skeletons. We shall showthat only one simple criterion is necessary and sufficient for the identification of unstructuredness in program flowgraphs.
DEFINING UNSTRUCTUREDNESS
Aprogram flowgraph is defined as unstructured if and only if it contains at least one of the following:
(a) An Entry in the Middle of a Selection
Givenacondition node n,t he module M n is said to be a selection module if and only if neither of its branches** B α (n)o r B −α (n)c ontains n.Anode m in M n is defined as an entry node if and only if there exists some node p outside M n such that m is a successor of p,i .e. m = s β (p). A node m is said to be an entry in the middle of a selection if and only if m ≠ n butisanentry node of a selection module M n .
(b) An Entry in the Middle of an Iteration
Givenacondition node n,the module M n is said to be an iteration module if and only if one of the branches B α (n)c ontains n.G iv ena ni teration module M n ,w ed efine an entry in the middle of an iteration as an entry node m such that
(ii) there exists some other entry node ≠ m.
(c) An Exit in the Middle of a Selection
As election module M n is said to have an exit in the middle if and only if its branches B α (n)and B −α (n)hav e anon-empty intersection.
(d) Multiple Exits in an Iteration
Adecision node m is defined as an exit of an iteration module M n if and only if:
(ii) m is in one of the branches B γ (m)but not in the opposite branch B −γ (m).
An iteration module is said to have multiple exits if and only if it has more than one exits.
PARTIALLYO VERLAPPING SKELETONS
In [2] ,w ea ttempted to relate program unstructuredness to the properties of skeletons in flowgraphs. Wes hall extend our theory further in this paper.Askeleton q δ (v)i ss aid to be fully embedded in another skeleton q γ (u)i fa nd only if q γ (u)c ontains v as well as all the nodes of q δ (v). Two skeletons q γ (u)and q δ (v)are said to be partially overlapping if and only if theya re not fully embedded in one another but contain at least one common node m not equal to u or v.
Lemma 3.1
As keleton q δ (v)i sf ully embedded in another skeleton q γ (u)i fa nd only if q γ (u) contains both v and s δ (v).
Proof:
If q δ (v)i sf ully embedded in q γ (u), then the latter will of course contain both v and s δ (v). Conversely,s uppose q γ (u)c ontains both v and s δ (v). Then there exists a sequence of nodes <w 0 ,... , w r > such that
Forany node m (≠ s δ (v)) in q δ (v), there exists a sequence of nodes <w r ,... , w t > such that
If m is an entry node of M n ,t hen there exists a node u outside M n such that m is in q γ (u). Furthermore,
Suppose m is an entry node of M n .T hen there exists some node u 0 outside M n such that m = s γ 0 (u 0 ). If u 0 is a condition node, then (a) follows immediately.I f, on the other hand, u 0 is an action node, then s v (u 0 )=m,a nd there exists a node u 1 outside M n such that one of its skeletons q γ 1 (u 1 )c ontains u
, then (b) will follow. Otherwise s v (u 1 )=m, and there exists another node u 2 outside M n such that one of its skeletons q γ 2 (u 2 )contains u 1 . Proceeding in this way,s ince the program flowgraph is finite, we shall arrive ats ome u r outside M n such that one of its skeletons q γ r (u r )contains m,and m = s v (u r−1 )for some node
We can nowderive the main theorems of the paper,thus connecting unstructuredness with partially overlapping skeletons.
Theorem 3.3
Aprogram flowgraph is unstructured if there exist partially overlapping skeletons.
Proof:
Suppose the skeletons q γ (u)a nd q δ (v)p artially overlap at the node m.B yL emma 3.1, we have two cases: 
(b) An Exit in the Middle of a Selection
Since B α (n)a nd B −α (n)h av e an on-empty intersection, there exists u in B α (n)a nd v in B −α (n)s uch that q γ (u)a nd q δ (v)c ontain a common node m.B yd efinition, we have partially overlapping skeletons.
(c) Multiple Exits in an Iteration
Let M n be the iteration module and suppose that there are more than one exits. Wehav e twocases:
(i) n is an entry node of M n .T hen there exists a node u outside M n such that one of its skeletons q γ (u)contains n.O nthe other hand, by Corollary 5.6 of [2] , n is in neither of its own skeletons. Therefore there exists another node v (≠ n)in M n such that one of its skeletons q δ (v)c ontains n.B yt he definition of skeletons,
, and so v and n cannot both be in q γ (u). Thus we must have two partially overlapping skeletons.
(ii) n is not an entry node of M n .U nless we are having an entry in the middle of an iteration, the entry node must be s α (n). That is to say,t here exists a node u outside M n such that one of its skeletons q γ (u)c ontains s α (n) 
CONCLUSION
We hav e introduced the concepts of fully embedded skeletons and partially overlapping skeletons in program flowgraphs. Wehav e shown that only one simple criterion is necessary and sufficient for the identification of program unstructuredness. Namely,a p rogram flowgraph is unstructured if and only if it contains partially overlapping skeletons.
